ECO DUBLIN®

THE CLASSIC LOOK OF CUT STONE COMBINED WITH PERMEABLE TECHNOLOGY TO REDUCE WATER RUN-OFF
Features & Benefits

- Can eliminate stormwater runoff and improve water quality
- Can reduce or eliminate the need for traditional drainage and detention requirements, saving space and money
- Smooth surface texture
- Large joint openings for infiltration
- Meets the requirements of ASTM C936
- Can be mechanically or manually installed (contact your local Belgard® representative for details and mechanical availability)

Benefits by the numbers

- Manufactured joint width: 12mm
- Initial surface infiltration rate: >500 in/hr (varies based on joint infill gradation)
- Surface open area: 7%

Available Colors

- Fossil Beige
- Sable Blend

Laying Patterns

- 3-Piece Basket Weave Pattern
- 3-Piece Pattern
- Machine Set Running Bond Pattern

Shapes & Sizes

3-Piece Modular 91.6 SF Per Pallet

- 3⅛ x 6⅜ x 3⅛
- 6⅜ x 6⅜ x 3⅛
- 6⅜ x 10⅛ x 3⅛